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Hallo! Cześć! Ahoj! Szia! Hello! Olá!

We hope all of our readers started the new year bold and eager for new learning. At EDiTE it is certainly
an exciting challenge to keep up with all new learning opportunities, and last two months provided
reassurance that even in the festive holiday season, learning is at the heart of this community. Apart from
continuously working on their data collection, analyses and writing activities within the spectrum of the
Transformative teacher learning for better student learning within an emerging European context, EDiTE
researchers have been engaged with a range of workshops and lessons.
Here we give you a digest of these activities, but to find out more about the EDiTE community as well as
about the individual consortium partners, you are invited to visit www.edite.eu.
We hope you’ll enjoy this issue!

EDiTE LECTURE WITH MANFRED PRENZEL

The first EDiTE lecture which everyone was awaiting with much
excitement happened in the second part of January at UIBK in Innsbruck.
The lecture featured Prof. Dr. Manfred Prenzel, a professor at the
Technical University of Münich, who provided valuable insights into the
German reform initiative called “Qualitätsoffensive Lehrerlnnen-buildung”.
Professor Prenzel outlined the essential components of this reform and
talked about how this initiative has been shaping teacher education in
Germany, particularly through institutional changes and increased
collaboration between universities and schools.

STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING AND THE UPCOMING WINTER SEMINAR

At EDiTE there is always something in the planning. The EDiTE Steering
committee had an important project meeting in Brno in which issues on
successful implementation and completion of the project were discussed.
It included also the topic of the upcoming Winter Seminar which is just a
few weeks ahead and the EDTE-NAFOL Summer School in Budapest,
June 11-15. Some of the themes that will be in the focus of the Virtual
Seminar and the Summer School include academic writing, outreach and
dissemination of results. Even though the Seminar is primarily designed
for the EDiTE early-stage researchers, the invitation to join the sessions
and participate in the programme is extended to other international
doctoral students at partner universities.

A NEW AUDACITY BLOG
If it was not mentioned by now, it is high time to spread the word about
EDiTE’s very own blogsite called A New Audacity. During the last two
months, a few new posts appear opening up interesting discussions
related to politics, culture and society. Feel invited to read about the
inequality issues in USA, dilemmas of political engagement in Hungary,
reactions to the situation in Poland or the politics of educational divisions
in Bosnia and Herzegovina, or of course any of our previous posts.

CONFERENCES

This year the International Congress for School Effectiveness and
Improvement took place in Singapore in the period of 8-12 January
connecting researchers across the world under the title Deepening School
Change for Scaling: Principles, Pathways & Partnerships. From EDiTE
representatives, Michael Schratz and Helena Kovacs were there to join
the current debates on school development and present their academic
work. Michael Schratz was also awarded for his dedication to ICSEI with a
lifetime membership, and you can read the detailed news here.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Winter included comprehensive learning activities that involved some methodology and some contentrelated opportunities. One such was the feature story of this issue and the lesson of professor Manfred
Prenzel. But this apart, there were other exciting moments of learning throughout the network.
In Innsbruck, at the UIBK, the head of EDiTE consortium Michael Schratz
gave a virtual lecture about the Austrian Education System which was
open and live-streamed for anyone interested in the topic. The video is
now available on our YouTube channel.
At ELTE in Budapest, a workshop on Planning educational research was
organised by the international doctoral students and three EDiTE ESRs
were invited to participate and support the colleagues by sharing their
knowledge and experiences. Find out more about it here.

Another interesting seminar took place in Austria under the topic Breaking
the stereotype of the we-group and the others in Austria. The EDiTE
Seminar was held with professor Barbara Herzog-Punzenberger and it
opened a great discussion among the EDiTE members in UIBK. More
information can be found here.

OPPORTUNITIES

Looking for opportunities to engage in research activities, write articles or present your findings. Have a
look at the forthcoming opportunities here.
Learn more about current development in the Kazakhstan education system: join the session at ELTE
PPK, Budapest, on 22 March at 17:00. If you are interested in attending please send a mail to Judit Saad

at ELTE technical secretariat and she will give you further details on the event.
ATEE Spring conference: Call for abstracts is now open for the ATEE Spring Conference with the main
topic Designing Teacher Education and Professional Development for the 21st century: Current Trends,
Challenges and Directions for the Future which will take place in Bialystok from 7-9 June. More info here:
http://atee2018bialystok.uwb.edu.pl/index.php/programme/
Summer School in Wroclaw: A call for participants for Shifting Ground: The Politics of Fiction and Reality
Today that will be happening between 6-22 July, and you can find out more and apply through here:
http://blogs.newschool.edu/tcds/2017/11/27/5013/
Call for papers: International Society for Teacher Education has opened a call for papers for those
interested in participating in their Annual International Seminar in Japan that will happen between 13-18
May. More about this here: http://isfte2018.juen.ac.jp/
Call for Abstracts: VIII. International Conference on Critical Education is taking place in London between
25-28 July and the deadline to apply to it is 1 March. Find out more how to apply by visiting their website.

Meet EDiTE researchers

Have you ever wondered how different professionals learn on job? Well if
you have, wonder no more because this enthusiastic Latina is soon going
to have the answers to this question. Driven to know all about work-based
learning, Deisi is opening the door of what makes teachers’ work
significantly different (or similar) to other demanding professions. While
hers is currently related to doing research, Deisi also easily engages in
photography, dancing and other social activities with a friendly attitude and
an open-mind. So, don’t hesitate to write to her on her e-mail or check her
profile on our EDiTE website, ResearchGate or LinkedIn. Alternatively, you
can connect with Deisi through Facebook or Twitter.
A fierce fighter against discrimination, Ewa certainly has quite some
experience in both practice and research related to human rights and
combating discrimination with special interest in education. With a
background in applied psychology, she has been working in this field for
over 15 years as a trainer, educator and a researcher, closely
collaborating with the non-governmental and public sector. In her previous
work, Ewa has developed a new formula for professional development of
school principals, and in that process she used her expertise in antidiscrimination grassroot work. With passion for hiking and snowboarding
Ewa gladly spends free time in the nature, but loves to live her everyday
life in a city full of people. As a contributor of our blog, you can read Ewa’s
blogpost or connect with her through mail. You can also find out more
about Ewa on our website.
He is an adventurer and a world-explorer, living and loving his active
outdoor life. Wiktor’s particular research focus is in pedagogical
supervision, but his interests go way beyond this as his previous
experience demonstrates. He has worked as a youth worker, volunteer,
project coordinator, camp leader and sailing instructor. He also worked
with an orphanage in Brazil. Next to all this, Wiktor has a strong passion
for photography and filmography. Between his travels and work in Poland
and Portugal, he spends most of his free time in photography projects.
You can learn about his research work through connecting with Wiktor via
mail, LinkedIn or through Facebook. If you are also interested to meet
Wiktor through his fascinating private interest in photography you can
check out his portfolio and his Instagram profile.

Warm greetings from EDiTE Newsletter Team!
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